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After Hume, attempts to forge an empiricist epistemology have taken three forms,
which I shall call the First, Middle, and Third Way. The First still attempts an a priori
demonstrationthat our cognitive methods satisfy some (weak) criterion of adequacy.
The Middle Way is pursuedunder the banners of naturalismand scientific realism, and
aims at the same conclusion on non-apriorigrounds. After arguing that both fail, I shall
describe the general characteristicsof the Third Way, an alternativeepistemology suitable for empiricism.

I. The Death of Modern Epistemology
Philosophers always rewrite their own history. Hans Reichenbach did so in
1947, at a high point in his career (Reichenbach 1948). Any such retrospective is of course itself a philosophical tactic, thinly disguised: a history of
past errorspresentedas leading us inexorablyto the inescapablyright philosophical position. Well, may it do so! After a brief look at Reichenbach's
historicalview I'll offer a revision and then complete the pictureas I see it.
1.1 Death by Dilemma: The Disaster of "Classical" Empiricism

Reichenbach begins with the Rationalist-Empiriciststrife of the 17th and
18th centuries.1With mathematicsas paradigmof knowledge, the Rationalist
imposed a simple requirementon philosophical accounts of science: show
that it brings us a demonstrablytrue theory of the world. The question "How
is knowledge possible?" is understood as "How is it possible to have
indubitablytrueempiricalknowledge?"The answercould only be that science
must rest on indubitablytruea priori principles.
Empiricists rejected the presupposition of the question as well as the
answer. A priori reason is empty; it can only establish connections between
ideas and these entail nothing about contingentmattersof fact. That concluHis is the standard'textbook' story; I do not consider it historically adequate,but its purpose here is to highlight certainalternativesin epistemology for the empiricist traditionto
which Reichenbach (as I do) wished to adhere.
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sion denies the Rationalist answer; but how much of the question was
retained?
Reichenbach's overview covers familiar ground: the quick progression
from Bacon's optimism, via Newton's and Locke's unshakablefaith that the
scientific method is known and leads to truth,to Hume's skeptical disaster.
What all agree upon as scientific knowledge, in the 18th century, goes far
beyond the evidence of observation. Since logic and mathematics, being
forms of a priori reasoning, cannot lead us from one to the other, science
must follow ampliative rules to create this knowledge. Those are the rules,
sung by Bacon and invoked by Newton, though never satisfactorily formulated, thatjointly constituteInduction,broadlyconceived.
An ampliativerule is a rule of inference, or rule for changing or updating
our opinion, that goes beyond purely logical assimilation of the evidence.
Hence the contention that these rules lead science to the truth cannot be
demonstrateda priori. Nor can thatcontentionbe derivedby Induction(which
consists simply of the ampliativerules which we accept) on pain of circularity.
The conclusion is inescapable. Reliability of Inductioncannot be part of
our scientific knowledge. The Empiricisttheory of science has run itself into
the ground.
As Reichenbach sees it, Empiricists had not rejected enough of the
Rationalist's question. Hence they found themselves "pushedinto the hopeless position of proving that empiricalknowledge was as good as mathematical knowledge".2 With David Hume, the hopelessness became blatantly
obvious, and skepticism seemed to be the only alternative to rationalism.
Thus, as Reichenbachdepicted it, classical EmpiricismsharedRationalism's
stringent criterion of adequacy: that an epistemology must show how
absolutely reliable knowledge is possible. The way out will be to reject this
criterion.

Here is the entire passage: "[I]n developing his own philosophy, the empiricist unconsciously accepted the fundamental thesis of rationalism, according to which genuine
knowledge has to be as reliable as mathematicalknowledge, and thus was pushed into the
hopeless position of proving that empirical knowledge was as good as mathematical
knowledge. Historically speaking, this rationalist commitment of empiricism found its
expression in the fact that empiricists were always on the defense... On the other hand,
those empiricists who were too honest to deceive themselves had to end up as skeptics.
The empiricist skeptic is the philosopherwho has freed himself from the intoxication of
rationalismbut still feels committedto its challenge; who regardsempiricism as a failure
because it cannot attainthe very aim which was set up by rationalism,the aim of an absolutely reliable knowledge. [...T]hat is true of the most prominentof the empiricist skeptics, of David Hume, whose philosophy is both the first consistent constructionof empiricism and its breakdown."(op. cit., 139-40)
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1.2 Life after Disaster: ThreeWays
Empiricists after Hume, including Reichenbach himself, did by and large
accept weaker criteriafor epistemology. William Whewell said proudly that
no trulyconsilient theoryhad ever turnedout to be false-consilience was the
hallmark of theories formed by Induction and Newtonian science was his
prime example of such a theory. Peirce claims, only little more modestly,
that "Quantitativeinduction always makes a gradual approachto the truth,
though not a uniform approach"(Peirce, volume 2, p. 770). Reichenbach
himself makes the claim still a little more modest: "Itcan be shown that if it
is possible at all to make predictions,the inductive method is an instrument
to find them" (op. cit., p. 146). Doesn't it seem that there is still a fairly
strong criterion of adequacy attempted-and claimed-to be met? Here is a
tentativeformulation:I'll make it as weak as I can.
An epistemology must imply that, and show how, epistemic
security is humanlyattainableby the methods of the sciences, under
favorable conditions, and that it is in fact attainedto some reasonable degree. Security means here, possibly knowledge, perhaps
certainty,but at least reliable and accuratebeliefs and opinions.
As stated the criterionis still somewhat vague; it is not clear how much leeway we have gained. But the philosophical tactic is clear enough: we will
settle for a weaker conclusion, which can indeed be demonstrated,and which
is arguably sufficient to provide epistemology and scientific methodology
with a solid foundation. I shall call the conviction that this is possible, and
its pursuit,the First Wayfor empiricistsafter Hume's skepticism.
A closer look at Reichenbach shows that he actually vacillated between
three main options that emerged in the 19th and 20th centuries. The First
Way was certainly presaged in the 19th century, as the idea of what Larry
Laudan called the Self-Corrective Thesis. I will elaborate on this, and on
Reichenbach's version, below. By the end of that century, however, we see
the emergence of two furtherWays which reject even the above weakercriterion. One, which I'll call the Middle Way, we can associate with the philosophical turn to which Dilthey gave the name Naturalism. It has taken
various forms. The form which I'll call Moorean Scientific Realism still
shares with both the initial predicamentand the First Way an importantpresupposition: that science creates scientific knowledge by following ampliative rules, and that we can know these to be reliable. There is a difference.
The First Way contends that we can show that ampliative method to be a
reliable means to security in some importantsense. The Middle Way only
insists that we know that it is so, as part of our scientific knowledge (which
is of course attainedby thatvery means).
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But besides these two Ways there is a Third, more extreme, with which
Reichenbach(and Peirce) also flirteda little. In the remainderof this Partand
in the second Part I will argue that the First and Middle Ways do no better
than the ideas so ruefully contemplated by Hume. Then, I hope, the Third
Way will fall on more sympatheticears.
1.3 The Self-CorrectiveThesis
If science follows ampliative rules when it arrives at conclusions from the
evidence, and it is not possible to demonstratethat these rules lead to the
truth,what can we do?
A new conviction increasinglyoperativein 19th centurytheory of science
is that this rule governed activity is self-corrective, and must, as a result of
this continual self-correction,graduallylead to the truth,at least in the long
run. Larry Laudan (1981) called this the Self-Corrective Thesis. That this
conviction could have felt satisfactorycan only be understood,I think, in the
context of general optimism fed by the successes of naturalscience. (In the
humanities, exactly the same picture of inquiry led scholars instead to confront the hermeneuticcircle and the possibility of non-convergence-a rather
more pessimistic reflection.)
LarryLaudanhas told us the story of how the idea of Self-Correctionfared
in the hands of Peirce. (There are also quite different accounts of the matter;
see Levi (1980)). Peirce expressed the conviction that through systematic
self-correctionscientific inquirywould lead to the truth.He also saw that one
could not satisfactorily leave this as a mere article of faith. The inductive
method as he saw it, consists in systematic testing by well-designed experiments (cf. Peirce, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 775). But this method comprises three
ampliative rules: crude induction, which is mere universal generalizationon
positive instances; qualitative induction, more or less what was later called
the hypothetico-deductivemethod;and quantitativeinduction,which is statistical inference based on samplingprocedures.Are these really self-corrective
methods?
Qualitative induction, the third ampliative practice, includes hypothesis
testing as well as 'abduction'(akin to what we now call 'inferenceto the best
explanation'). Peirce held this to be of vastly greaterimportancein science
than the other two. But he could not show to be self-correctingin the requisite sense. Just like crude inductionit may be self-correctingin the sense that
new evidence will force us to give up earlier conclusions. This may then
force us to look for other hypotheses and new explanations.Peirce could see
no way to demonstratethat the ones we then come up with will be increasingly betterin some concrete sense (see especially Laudan,op. cit., p. 239).3
3
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A common interpretationof Peirce, of late forcefully contested by Elisabeth Lloyd, has
him cutting the Gordianknot by equatingtruthwith what we will believe in the long run.
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Nor could he show that if this process is carriedout undervarying historical
circumstances,the resultswill converge!
1.4 Reichenbach's Versionof the Self-CorrectiveThesis
When Reichenbachtakes up the bannerhe mounts a heroic effort, based on
two ratheroutrageous ideas: that probabilityis to be equated with long run
frequency,and that all the ampliativemethods used in the sciences reduce to
probability assessment through numerical induction. Au fond, the only
ampliative rule ever genuinely used or needed is the 'straight rule' which
assigns probabilitieson the basis of frequenciesobservedso far. Therefore,if
this rule can be vindicated or justified, the entire scientific methodology is
saved.
Even if we reject the basic ideas, his effort is instructive.In the firstplace,
it bringsout clear empiricalconditionsunderwhich no rule, however self-corrective, can succeed. Secondly, it makes precise Peirce's intuitive notion of
how self-correction 'must' lead to truth in the long run. But thirdly, by
runninginto a clear, indeed elementary,problem which is unsolvable within
its own framework,it brings to light a challenge pertainingto any approach
within what I call here the First Way.
To illustrateReichenbach's reasoning, imagine a weather forecaster who
must each evening announce a probabilityfor rain the next day. He has his
own rule for doing so, which may drawon any facts ascertainableby evening.
(He does not have a crystal ball that shows the future!) If his is a good rule,
under the conditions in which he finds himself, his probabilities will come
increasingly closer to matching the actual frequency of rain. (There are
various ways to make this precise; I'll returnto that.)
Reichenbach's first point is that the conditions may actually be such as to
defeat any rule this forecastercould have. For the relativefrequencyof rain in
this sequence of days may not converge to a limit, it may swing ever more
wildly up and down. The possibility of such divergence in naturesuffices to
refute, not only Bacon's and Newton's convictions, but also Peirce's more
modest optimism. No rule, not even any self-correctingprocedure,must lead
to the truthin the long run.
Some rules will latch on to the actual regularities more quickly than
others;this too is a relationbetween the rule and the conditions underwhich
it is being applied. So, should we just hope to be lucky and get a forecaster
whose rule happensto match our local weather?Has science just been lucky
in its choice of ampliativemethods, with respect to the bit of cosmic history
This presupposes that the methods of science are such as to guarantee convergence to
stable opinion-something he could not demonstrate.It also still leaves open the problem
of why we should think that our 'corrections' (when not merely weakenings) will typically or often be improvements (except in the sense that in a divine retrospective they
were stages on the way to what is stably believed in the long run).
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in which we find ourselves? Here comes Reichenbach's version of the SelfCorrectiveThesis: no rule is necessarily successful, but there is a rule which
will succeed if any rule could succeed. That rule is the very simplest one,
'crudenumericalinduction',the self-correctivemethodparexcellence. Working by that rule the forecasterannounces as his probabilityfor rain the next
day precisely the proportionof rainydays among those observedso far. Now,
if those proportionstend to a limit, so will his forecasts; and his forecasts
will come increasinglyclose to matchingthat limit-obviously!
In fact, even Reichenbach's proof that the straightrule must lead to truth
in the long run if any rule would do so does not really prove what it seems to
prove. At first sight, his argumentis so short and simple that there can be
nothing wrong with it. But we would all laugh at the forecaster who does
this, for he will soon be announcingprobabilitiesthat hardlydiffer from day
to day, winterand summer,springand fall.
Of course Reichenbachnoticed this, and pointedout thatthe forecastercan
answer questions of conditionalprobability.Asked for the probabilityof rain
in July s/he will reply with the proportionof rainy days among July days so
far. But this is not enough. On the thirdof July we will ask a forecast for the
next day. Should the announcementnow be that conditionalJuly probability?
But the next day is IndependenceDay-should he not announce his conditional Independence Day probability? Here we have come up against the
'problemof the referenceclass', as it came to be known.
Undoubtedlythe forecastercan come up with some amendmentto his rule
which will tell him what to do. We should now try to make precise how we
shall assess his performance-and then ask again: is there a rule which will
do as well as any rule will do, underany conditions?That is, we must ask the
same question again, and the answerwill now not be so trivial.
What happened in this little contretempsis that we challenged the forecasterby pointingto a specifiablesubsequenceof the total sequence. We want
him to be 'calibrated'(that is, to have his forecasts tending toward a match
with the frequencies) on that subsequence as well. We should be allowed to
specify any salient subsequencein such a challenge. Thereis a generalway to
do this, without knowledge of the calendaror the nationalholidays, etc. (and
without knowledge of what factors he counts as significantfor his forecasts).
Let's specify as importantsubsequencesthe classes:
S(r) = {days for which the forecastprobabilityof rainwas = r}
for each numberr. The desirablefeatureis clearly thatthe frequencyof rainin
S(r), if it be non-empty (or if you like, infinite) should tend to limit r. We
can be more easygoing and use small intervalsratherthanprecise numbers,or
some other way to reflect good but less than perfect accuracy. Some of our
forecastersmay have good rules, as it happens,by luck or inspiration:but is
258
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there a rule that can be shown to do (in the long run) as well as any of them
can do? To answerthis, we need at once more precisionand more generality.
1.5 A More Precise Formulation-and Refutation
This level of precision was achieved in statistics.4First of all, we must target
a wide range of rules-more generally,forecasting systems-which assign
probabilities solely on the basis of frequencies observed up to the point of
forecasting. Frequencies are the sole basis: this is the hallmarkof numerical
induction. But we must allow much more. Forecast systems may draw on
background knowledge or information assumed but available prior to the
forecast. It may also allow for self-correction:when observationshows that a
simple rule followed so far has done badly, there may be a clause which
replaces that simple rule by anotherone. The replacementclause may allow
(putative)learningfrom experience:it may have a definite recipe for change,
based on a evaluationof which new rule would have done betterin the pasta touch of abductionhere!
This is liberal, but there is also a constraint.The rules must be humanly
usable. That is not easy to make precise, so the constraintadoptedis a precise
but weaker one: computability. There is little point in deriving results for
rules which could be of use only to angels or Maxwelliandemons.
Secondly, we must tighten up the evaluation of accuracy. What corresponds to truth,and to gradualapproachto truth?Restricting ourselves still
to numerical induction, the first requirementis of course that the forecast
probabilitiesshould converge to the actuallong run frequencies.But as in the
challenge to Reichenbach'sstraightrule, we shouldimagine an adversarywho
challenges rules which have been performing well over all. The challenge
consists in pointing to specifiable subsequencesand raising the suspicion that
the rule is not performingvery well there.
Again, however, the challenge must be humanly formulable: we must
disallow adversariesaided by crystal balls, angels or demons. The minimal
requirementalong this line is that the challenge must point to a computable
subsequence. The computation may be based at each point on what has
happenedso far. For example, I may suspect that a forecast rule for rain will
perform well over all, but badly if we look just at those days which follow
immediatelyon five rainydays. The factorsdrawnon may include any factors
on which the forecast rule itself can draw. If the rule stands up to all these
challenges in the long run, it is called computablycalibrated. It is our most
stringentcriterionof correctnessthat still respects some humanlimitation.
This theory of forecastingsystems is numeralinductionextended, liberalized, mechanized, and motorized.What can it do? Well, as Reichenbachhad
See A. P. Dawid (1985) which also includes a summary of the preceding discussion by
Box, Dawid, Lindley, Oakley and others.
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noted, nature could be giving us a sequence in which the requisite relative
frequencies do not converge to any limit. Then there exists no correct forecasting system at all.
However, if all the requisitelimiting relative frequenciesexist, then there
is a correct forecasting system and it is essentially unique.5 This can be
demonstratedfor computablerules-again, angels are left out of the picture.
Does this give us hope? The hope was formulatedas a certaintyby Reichenbach: with numerical induction properly tuned we have a method that will
lead us to the truthif any rule will: "It can be shown that if it is possible at
all to make predictions,the inductive inference is an instrumentto find them;
and the inference is justified because its applicabilityrepresentsa necessary
condition of success" (op. cit., p. 146). Is this true, as we have now come to
construe it? No, it is not.
Given the convergence of computablycalibratedforecast systems-if any
exist-can there be a 'universal'forecast system which will be correctin the
long run-if any system is? The answer is No. No matter how well we
design our procedurefor self-correctionin response to the evidence, Nature
may confute it.6 The proof uses the form of diagonal argumentnow familiar
to us from all areaswhere computabilityplays a role.7
If there is underdetermination,it will pertainto the way in which the forecasterdraws on
backgroundtheories and assumptions-or on his own talents and instincts-but the distinct forecast probabilities will converge uniquely. The existence of a computably calibratedrule under favorable conditions can be shown on the basis of the following. There
are only denumerably many specifiable classes to be considered, since each challenge
must be given by means of a computablefunction. Now if the 'real probability'in nature
has a domain including these classes, then there will be a possible sequence in which the
relative frequency of each such class matches its 'real probability'; indeed the set of
such 'good' sequences has measure 1 ( 'real probability' 1).
The first to see the connection between this idea and that of a universal algorithmwas, to
my knowledge, Hilary Putnam (1963, 1985). In his contributionto the 1963 volume on
Carnap's philosophy he gave a diagonal argument to refute the hope for a 'universal'
inductive method. See furtherGaifman and Snir (1982), and Oakes (1985) with the discussion between Oakes, Dawid, and Schervish accompanying that article on the next
three pages. The argumentis related to the simple proof that there is no 'universal' computable function. For suppose the computable functions are {F(i)} and U(i,n) = F(i)(n)
for all i, n. Then U+1 is computable if U is, and differs from each F(i) at argument i;
hence is not computable. Of course this shows that the list {F(i)} is not effectively
specifiable. The same is true of the computable forecast systems and seems likely to be
true of any significant subclass we might want to consider (such as those basing their calculations on 'acceptable' scientific theories plus data, etc.).
Because the matter is abstract,the criteria applied may seem unrealistic. But the results
are rather robust. Consider for example the 'swamping' results which suggest that the
evidence will "swamp"a forecaster's initial probabilities,throughconditionalization,and
so bring them into closer and closer agreementwith the 'real' probability.Like Reichenbach's vindication of the straightrule, these results seem to be interpretedwith blinders
on. In Oakes 'diagonal' procedure,we can take the list of forecasters to be ones who all
conditionalize, but start with a different prior. Alternatively, suppose that we know or
assume that the 'real probability' function belongs to a certain denumerableset FF. Then
we can choose a mixture (convex combination) of the members of FF as our Ur-prior.
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Philosophers and scientists who cherished the ideal of Induction had
alreadyprogressivelylowered their sights. All that Reichenbachstill claimed
was that the lowliest and least fruitful of all inductive methods would,
through its self-corrective procedure,demonstrablylead to the truth in the
long run, if any rule could. (Nothing comparablewas claimed to be demonstrable for the more innovative methods that could enrich science theoretically.) But even thatfinal modest claim turnedout to be untenable.8
II. The Middle Way, Realistically Pursued
All Hume proved, Reichenbach said dismissively, was "thatthe rationalist
aim of knowledge is unattainableby empiricist methods" (op. cit., p. 142).
But Reichenbach too tried to demonstratesomething a priori: that we have
the means to attain the truth, with a guarantee of reaching it if it can be
reached at all, although without the ability to tell with certainty when we
have arrived.He failed; but in fact historyhad moved on already,so to speak,
before thatweakerconvictionof demonstrablesecurityhad been dashed.9
2.1 TheNaturalisticTurn
In the type of philosophical positions which Dilthey denoted as Naturalism,
the very idea of an a priori foundationfor science (methodologicalor epistemological no less than metaphysical) is explicitly rejected. Science itself is
what we know, and philosophersas much as anyone else should proceed on
the basis of what we know. It is mistaken as well as self-defeating for
philosophersto discuss science from a vantage point independentof or prior
to their actualhistoricalsituation,replete with the science of their day.
This is anti-Foundationalismbecome proudly self-conscious, and in that
aspect I applaudit. Naturalismis characteristicallyperspectival:the concluConditionalizationon a sufficiently rich sequence of data will, with 'real probability' 1
transformthat priorinto a function that converges to that 'real probability'.The problem,
as Dawid points out, is that this Ur-prioris specifiable only if the class FF has an effective
enumeration. Thus our initial assumption or knowledge claim will be insufficient or
incredible.
In many discussions of the adequacy of statistical methods the picture has undoubtedly
been confused by demonstrably rational subjective certainty of success for users of
statistical methods. If someone believes a statisticalhypothesiswhich assigns probabilities
to classes of naturalevents-be they coin tosses or subatomic processes-that believer
can and must be 100% certain that the hypothesis will be vindicated if the trials be fair
and the run long enough. The theorems concerning 'laws of large numbers' transpose to
computable forecast systems. But that demonstrated certainty is predicated on the
supposition that we have latched on to the right rule-it is certainty of success for the
believer, and really just anotheraspect of coherence.
As I indicated before, we can also see Reichenbachas ambiguous or vacillating between
the option we have just examined, and the one to which we are about to turn-or we can
think of him as progressingfrom the formerto the latter, while remainingto some extent
in the grip of the older ideal. See for example p. 77 of his (1959), translatedfrom an article he publishedin Erkenntnis1930.
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sions we shall reach follow for us, given our historically conditioned epistemic position, and need not be cogent for all logically conceivable inquirers,
thinkers, or cultures. Nevertheless, we are rationally within our rights to
claim those conclusions as knowledge. Indeed,to say otherwiseis to make an
impossible demandfor foundationsor justificationswhich are in fact demonstrablybeyond ourreach.
But Naturalismis not the only option when that impossible demand for
foundations is left behind. Secondly, Naturalismitself is not monolithic, it
admits of degrees and varieties. One variety is especially relevant to our
inquiry into ways out of the disaster empiricism suffered in epistemology. I
shall call it "Moorean Scientific Realism"-Moorean because it insists on
not leaving our common sense and common convictions behind.
Like the First Way, this view retains the assumptionthat science creates
knowledge by following ampliative rules, rightly called Induction, Abduction, and the like-and that we must show these rules to be reliable. The
difference is only that our epistemology may now stand on our scientific
knowledge, ratherthanjust on thin air.
2.2 Moorean Scientific Realism
The view I wish to discuss can be illustratedwith a considerableliteratureon
the naturalizingof epistemology and of philosophy of science."' But let me
try to present it in my own way. We begin with a naturalisticreassessment
of what philosophersare to do. We are to clarify and illuminatethe possibility of scientific knowledge, the efficacy of scientific methods. This task is to
be broadlyconceived; for science and its methods are, in their principles, not
foreign to our daily commerce. But we are to do this without leaving ourselves behind, so to speak, without attemptingto step out of our historical
situationand view it from nowhere.We ourselves have knowledge, painfully
but gloriously accumulatedthroughscience. From within this vantage point,
0
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In this connection see also the literaturecentering on Laudan's naturalistic approachto
epistemology, reviewed in Schmaus (1996). See also an article by Stephen Leeds, which
really conveys the idea quite well, if a little obliquely: "all that mattersis the fit between
our methodology and the way the world actually is. If the sorts of accounts we value most
highly are in fact the way the world is constructed-if the laws of Nature involve geometry, conservation principles, atomistic reduction, and causal influences, say-then our
methodology has a fairly high chance of selecting truths."(Leeds, 1994; p. 203). "[T]he
Realist.. will tell a story accordingto which the world in some sense has guided us to the
right standardsof explanationand simplicity. [...] A careful Realist will present his story
as a corollary to what he takes himself already to know about the world, and in particular, a consequence of the fact-remarkable, but solidly integral to the Realist's world
picture-that some, although by no means all, of the most fundamentallaws of Nature
involve processes which appear also on the macroscopic level..... It is for this reason
that, a Realist can argue, a creaturewho can find his way aroundthe macroscopic world
must inevitably be equipped with the 'right' standardsof simplicity and explanation."
(ibid., pp. 203-4)
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drawing on the knowledge we have, we can entertainand answer questions
about humanexistence. These questions include how humansin general gain
their reliable opinion, from veridical experience, by reliable methods. Any
such question is to be answered on the basis of what science tells us about
nature,to which we, after all belong. This is Moorean Scientific Realism.
As in the First Way, the criterion of adequacy is still to show that, and
how, epistemic security is humanly attainable,and in part largely attained,
through science. But now the task is to show that on the basis of our shared
scientificknowledge.
What will be the claim made by the Moorean Scientific Realist? I
formulateit as follows:
"Here is what we can confidently say on the basis of scientific
findings. First of all, science does proceed by a certain method,
which we have been able to specify, and which involves ampliative
rules, namely the following: .... Secondly, on the basis of what we

now know, it is no surprisethat science has attained great success
by means of this method. For accepted scientific knowledge implies
that this method is a very good means to its end, under conditions
which we have found to be the actual conditions in our universe.
Thus we can explain our success so far, and can confidentlypredict,
with high probability, that the method will prove reliable in the
future."
I had to leave a blank; when it comes to specifying and formulating those
ampliative rules we are all in a bit of a quandaryas yet. In discussion we'll
have to rely on the traditionalnotions about what they are like.
To sum up then: according to this view, the epistemologist's task is to
formulatean accountof our epistemic life which relies on the deliverancesof
science and its accepted theories to show how epistemic security is humanly
attainable.Indeed, given its reliance on the scientific tradition,it had better,
for coherence's sake, imply thatthis securityis actual.Thus a certainview of
the human condition is presupposed,in the conviction that science supports
this presupposition.Well, let's look into this! Despite its prima facie air of
question-beggingcircularity,the statedcriterionis actually not trivial-as we
shall see.
2.3 Science Does Not Supportthe Presupposition
I will now arguethat MooreanScientific Realism is based on a mistake-not
based on science but on a confusedmedley of science andpreconceivedideas. I
see it as a commendableattemptto eschew Foundationalism,but not as one
that succeeds. My argumenthas three parts. First, science tells us that we
have much relevant ignorance. Second, science does not provide us with a
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measure of that ignorance, which we are left to supply for ourselves. Third,
the special sciences, which investigatethe conditionsunderwhich we actually
live, operate on an approximationprinciple. This is in effect an assumption
abouthow favorablethose conditions are, and it is an assumptionthey cannot
supportwithout circularity.
2.3.1 Inductiveand AbductiveMethodsAre Unreliable
There is, as far as I can see, exactly one shining ubiquitousexample of induction and abduction:racism, ethnic prejudice,and stereotyping."Thosepeople
don't want to work, they only want handouts"-challenge this sentimentand
the speaker will say that he has met a lot of them and they are all like that.
And he'll go on from this inductionto his next theme with a rhetoricalquestion "Someraces or culturesare very disadvantagedand exploitedby othersbut isn't there some reason why they were like that in the first place? Why
they didn't develop a technology or civilization!"The question invites inference to the best explanation,of course.
The role of science here is not to endorse but to criticize and correct this
reasoning. The critique has to include the admission that such reasoning is
reliable under special circumstances.No matter how badly you think of it,
you must probably admit that racial and ethnic stereotyping, with its fast
fight or flight responses, saved lives in wars and riots, at the cost of sometimes doing individuals an injustice. In a nutshell, this is the scientific verdict: humanlyusable ampliativemethodsfor predictionare entirelyunreliable
in general, while reliable underhistorically importantspecial circumstances.
Prevalence of such methods is to be explained by the brute accident of their
survival value under special circumstancesin which we humans have lived
and to which they happento be suited.
In the scientific world picture it cannot be otherwise, for the humanly
available indicatorsare at once gross and meager. Let's look at some examples. Weatherforecastingis still based-and must be based-on such indicators, but gets us only a few days worth of reliable information, even with
satellite photos. The weatherhas severalmuch furtherreachinganalogues.
For example, there is also 'cosmic weather'. A letter to the New York
Times11points out that about 3000 meteors of significant size hit the earth
each day. Assuming currentrecent figures of air traffic, the letter calculates
Hailey and Helfand (1996) of Columbia University note the following concerning the
crash of T.W.A. flight 800: "Approximately3,000 meteors a day with the requisite mass
strike Earth.There are 50,000 commercial airline takeoffs a day worldwide. Adopting an
average flight time of two hours, his translatesto more than 3,500 planes in the air [at any
moment];these cover approximatelytwo-billionthof the Earth's surface. Multiplying this
by the number of meteors per day and the length of modern air travel [30 years of high
volume air-travel] leads to a l-in-10 chance that a commercial flight would have been
knocked from the sky by meteoric impact."
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that there is a 10% probabilitythat one of these hits an airplanewithin a 30
year period. Believe me, the airline pilots receive no useful meteorological
predictions on that subject! Yet cosmic weathermatters:the dinosaurs were
rulers of the Earth,but succumbedto it.
Similarly we can speak of microphysicalweather.Predictabilityis limited
to laboratory conditions. The metals, salts, and carbon compounds are
normallynot pure:microphysicalstormsrage all aroundand inside us. From
time to time the microphysicalweatherdeteriorates,and we die of unknown,
hardlyclassifiablecauses.
Let me return for a moment to ordinary weather forecasting. This has
greatly improved during the last half century. We are ratherlucky here on
Earthin that the forecast rule "Tomorrowsame as today"really does not do
all that badly. That is the acceptedperformancebaseline. It's what meteorologists mean by "justguessing", though logically it is 'not at all random,it is a
true ampliative rule. Today the papers publish 5 day forecasts, because no
model we have, using the informationwe can obtain, does better than 'just
guessing' on the 6th day.'2
The problem is not that we do not understandthe mechanics of weather.
We think we do. But theoretical studies show that even under the perfect
model assumption(assumptionthat the equationsare exact) we get improvement over guessing for at most two weeks. And the improvementover guessing, even for tomorrow (let alone the penultimate forecast day!) is not
phenomenal.
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Casti (1990), p. 99: "As a specific example..., let's consider the British Meteorological
Office model, which is divided into fifteen atmosphericlayers starting at the surface of
the Earth and rising to a height of twenty-five kilometers.... In this model, each level
(layer) is divided into a networkof points about 150 kilometers apart,giving around350,
000 grid points. Each of these points is assigned values of temperature,pressure, wind,
and humidity every twelve hours from observationstaken over the entire globe."
pp. 100-101: In Figure 2.9 we see the correlationcoefficient between the predicted and
observed values of the changes in height of the 1,000 millibar (mb) level for forecasts
made by the British Meteorological Office.. .during the period 1968-1984. [...] By [the
root mean square] criterion, in 1974 the error of the 3-day forecast was only 20 percent
less than the persistence error, which is the error made by predicting that the weather
tomorrowwill be the same tomorrowas it was today. [...] But by 1984 the corresponding
figure was 52 percent, and the degradationto the 20-percentlevel did not take place until
day 6 of the forecast."
p. 127: "When it comes to weather forecasting, the most common reason for predictions
to diverge is differences in the analyses of the raw data that goes into making up the
initial conditions. These errorsin the initial conditions, coupled with the intrinsicsensitivity to initial conditions of the dynamical equations, are the primaryobstacles.... Studies
have been carried out to test long-range predictabilityusing the so-called perfect model
assumption, in which the mathematicalmodel of the atmosphericdynamics is taken to be
an exact representation of the actual physical process itself. These studies show that
errors reach their asymptotic, or saturation,level after a period of 14 to 20 days... the
errorgrowth rate duringthe early stages has a doubling time of aroundtwo days."
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We are lucky that we happen to live in a rather stable environment, in
which microphysical, cosmic, and earthly weather are all ratherbenign. On
the assumption that our science is true, this luck, ratherthan the virtues of
our inductive habits, is what saves us.
Looking at induction and similar 'methods', we tend to focus on the
successful examples, and on the rationalepeople so often give for what they
believe. Both are misleading.If we use induction(generalizationfrom known
examples, extrapolationfrom observed frequencies)it sometimes works and
sometimes does not. Can induction tell us when this sort of extrapolation
will succeed and when it won't? This is the place where science has something to tell us: if science is true, success will depend on facts of microstructureand cosmic structurewhich cannot be among the input for human
induction. So the answer is No: induction cannot tell us which applications
of inductionwill succeed.'3
I can easily imagine two objections. First of all, do we not enjoy a great
deal of regularityand predictability?Thinkof the seasons and of cooking, two
cases in which our recordof successful predictionspans millennia. Secondly,
haven't we learnedto use our gross and meagerindicatorsto gauge underlying
conditions, on which to base furtherprediction?Temperature,tongue color,
and pain serve to diagnose illnesses with predictablecourses and response to
medicine.
I grant both points. However, I see the second as but an instance of the
first, and see both as fortunateregularitiesthat we have fortunatelylatched
onto. My focus on salient unpredictabilitywas a device to highlight the part
of fortunewhich is equally importantto long-rangeand short-termprediction.
But to support this view, I will clearly need to examine the question on a
more theoreticallevel.
2.3.2

Science Does Not Tell Us the BoundaryConditions,Nor Give Us a
ProbabilityMeasureover Them

To focus the discussion, despite its abstraction,let's assume for now that
Newton's System of the World is the true science. What I shall argue is that
if this is taken as the basis, in principle, of all science then we are not
justified to expect its futuresuccess. Of course we may be rationalto expect
that nevertheless, but we cannot support the expectation on the basis of
science (alone). The argumentwill apply mutatismutandisto later candidates
for basic science.

13
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When Goodman divided predicates into projectible and not projectible, he was simply
naming the problem. If projectibilityclassifies the cases in which induction is successful,
then projectibility is a function of parametersto which induction has no access. If it
classifies the cases in which we have the habit or find ourselves strongly inclined to generalize or extrapolate,we'll just be plumb lucky if it has much overlap with success.
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As Eugene Wignerobserved,the crucialturnto modernscience, completed
by Newton, was the searchfor laws of succession: principlesthat govern how
given conditions evolve into other conditions. Newton's importantcontribution was not that there are exactly six planets, or that planets follow elliptical
orbits; but ratherthat if initial and boundaryconditions are thus and so then
later conditionswill be such and such.
Unfortunatelyfor us, many differentconditions in the past, the elsewhere,
and the undetectablysmall are compatible with our human situation and its
observed development.Those differentcompatibleconditions give us-if we
add no special assumptionsor wishful thinking-many differentpredictions.
Hence those beautifullaws, togetherwith our presentknowledge, leave us in
a predictivevacuum.
Newtonian science allows for the logical possibility of conditions evolving as we know them, up till now, and then becoming radically unstable,
from our point of view, at every level. It may be objected that I'm taking the
usual skeptics' or empiricists' recourse to weird logical possibilities here.
Surely we can discountthose nightmares?They are incrediblyimprobable!
Fine, I will personally assent to this probability judgment-but that
probability is not supplied by Newton's science. There is no probability
measure on the initial conditions which comes with that scientific theory.
Well, then, can't we infer backwardto initial conditions from known conditions today? Agreed that we can't do it by mere deduction, but what about
probability?Bayes' Theorem is designed to address this question. Unfortunately Bayes' Theorem helps only those who have helped themselves to a
prior probability.Given the evidence it will tell us how to arriveat posterior
odds by multiplying the prior odds (between hypotheses) with the 'Bayes
factor'. But we have to supply those priorodds ourselves. Science does not do
so.'4

I've focused on Newtonianscience for concreteness,but the situationis no
better today. Quantummechanics gives us only conditional probabilities.If
certain conditions obtain, then specified outcomes have calculable probabilities. But there is no probabilityfor those initial conditions.
There are indeed attemptsto replace or supplement quantummechanics
with true 'tychism'-i.e. a theory which derives the conditionalprobabilities
from a postulated absolute probability distribution.Examples are Bohm's
hiddenvariabletheoryas recentlyelaborated,and the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber
theory.
Well, that is not science today. The Moorean Scientific Realist should be
the last to base his arguments on anything but accepted current science.

14

I'm assuming the failure of the long search, startingalready early in the 18th century, for
a way to derive prior odds by symmetry arguments. See my (1989), Ch. 12 and recent
discussions such as Albert (forthcoming),Craig Callender(forthcoming).
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Anyway, imagine the news that new interpretationsof quantummechanics,
or new developments in atomic physics, may save Inductionafter all! Little
did the Newtonians know ....

2.3.3 Whatabout the Special Sciences?
It is easy to imagine a MooreanScientific Realist's reactionto my demurrals.
True, s/he will say, science corrects and criticizes our inductive habits when
they take certain concrete forms. But the importantword is "corrects":the
unreliablepracticeis replacedby a more reliableone. Thus it is a trueadvance
when we stop 'predicting' the weather more than five days ahead: we are
betterpredictorswhen we make fewer unreliablepredictions.Meanwhile the
same science has given us more reliablepredictionsfor the next four days.
Granted,the 'basic' or 'fundamental'sciences do not do this for us. The
Theory of Everything, or what passes for it in a given age, provides only a
frameworkfor the special sciences that provide the humanlyusable information needed to live on this small planet, in this solar system, within this
cosmic era. Hence the limitationsof the 'basic' science are simply beside the
point. The task for the Moorean epistemologist is to show the reliability of
the methods actuallyused by science, underthe historicallygiven conditions,
on the basis of what we have found out aboutthose conditions.
Surely this is plausible, and commendablymodest as well? But this plausible claim is not being made about the methods used to predictthe weather,
build bridges, or improve our agriculture.It is being made about the methods
putatively making up the scientific method, the means by which the basic
and special sciences are constructed. Those special sciences are biology,
medicine, materials science, psychology, .... Will these special sciences
imply then that methods used to develop scientific cosmology, theories that
tell us aboutrealityfar beyondour small spatio-temporalregion, are reliable
when used by people living in that region? Or will they be able to tell us
only thatvery specialized inductions,say concerningour planet's atmosphere
and global warmingwithinour own historic era are reliable?
As concrete example, let us look at a very successful class of predictions
that we all know. For most familiar sorts of interaction we predict that
entropywill increase, not decrease.We predictthat the cream stirredinto the
coffee will not separateout again, either spontaneouslyor with furtherstirring, and so forth.We might call this the "thermodynamicsof everydaylife".
An epistemologist might well claim that these rules of prediction were
initially arrivedat by straightinductionor abductionfrom pervasive features
of the experiencedworld. But today, long afterthey became common practice,
science justifies these rules, by implying that they are generally reliable.
These small rules of prediction can be justified directly on the basis of
thermodynamics,with its famous second law that entropy tends to increase
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and never decreases. (The "never"can more realistically be put in statistical
form, giving us "moralcertainty"that we won't encounterexceptions.) This
is a good case to examine, for the second law of thermodynamics,even in
statistical formulation, does not follow from basic science. It cannot be
derived on the basis of classical mechanics, unless we add an assumption
about initial or boundaryconditions, whetheroutrightor probabilified.It has
to be regardedas a principleof one of the special sciences, applied chemistry
perhaps,or appliedphysics.
If we now take for granted that thermodynamicsis by now part of our
knowledge of nature,then we know that the rules of the thermodynamicsare
reliable. Note well that they have then become simply applicationsof deduction and the statisticalsyllogism-they are no longer inductions.Inductionis
not needed once we can derive our predictionsfrom a special science which
has become partof our knowledge.
Could we performthe same trick for the methods of induction,abduction,
and the like which are assumedly used to construct all the sciences? A precisely similar justification would follow from our knowledge only if it
included a sort of "universalsecond law", some knowledge which entails that
those methods are reliable. If we had that,we would of course no longer need
non-deductive, ampliative methods-we would have replaced them with
deductions from that "law".We have quite clearly arrivedhere at one of the
famously impossible ideas in the history of induction:its justification on the
basis of a principle of "uniformity of nature". But worse: we have very
idiosyncraticallyarrivedat the idea that this principlecould be establishedby
the special sciences, which investigate the particularconditions of human
existence!
2.3.4

So, ScientificallySpeaking,How Do We Reach Conclusions about
Initialand BoundaryConditions?

The short answer is: not by any method whose reliability is implied by
science.

Let me rephrasethe question as follows: how does science proceed from
basic science to the special sciences? Keeping his basic laws of mechanics as
foundation,Newton adds the law of gravitationto describe this universe, he
adds thatthereis one sun and six planetsto describeour solar system, he adds
that there is one moon to describethe more immediategravitationalforces on
our planet Earth. Seen in this way, the extension from basic to special
science is simply by postulation.But of course that is not a realistic picture:
Newton had reasons to choose the specific postulates-he knew quite a lot
aboutthe phenomenaand wantedto 'fit them into' his model.
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This is the precise point where we notice a very deep assumptionat work,
which was again highlighted by Reichenbach.15In this 'fitting in' a certain
assumptionis made. I'll give it a special name:
ApproximationPrinciple: if certainconditions follow from the ideal
case, then approximately those conditions will follow from an
approximationto the ideal case.
Newton demonstratesthat from a very idealized, simplifieddescriptionof the
solar system, something approximating the known phenomena follows.
Well, so what? What's the point of deriving true conclusions from a false
premise?
The point is that this demonstration 'fits' the phenomena 'into' the
Newtonian model if we assume the above ApproximationPrinciple. On that
assumption,Newtonian science has then successfully entered the domain of
the special science and can take it over: provide it with new foundations,and
both correctand extend scientific opinion in that domain in hopefully fruitful
ways.
But is this Principletrue?Newtonian mechanics does not imply that it is.
It was well known long before the advent of Chaos theory that classical
physics allows for cases in which that is just not so. Therefore the basic
science cannot justify use of this Principle. But the special sciences,
conceived of as extensions of basic science, are establishedunderthe assumption of that Principle-indeed, that Principle is the only and the crucial link
between the special sciences and theirmore basic parentscience(s). Therefore
the special sciences cannotjustify this principlefor us without circularity.
Science can certainly tell us that under certain conditions an ampliative
rule we use is reliable. That is correct. For example, science may spell out
conditionsunderwhich the forecastrule
If it rains today thenprobably it will rain tomorrow
may enjoy a certain degree of calibration.But then the question is whether
those conditions obtain. And there we go again. Fortunatelyfor us, we have
put our trust in many such rules of thumb that had survival value, and have
been nimble enough to discardones which led us astraybefore they did mortal
damage.Lucky for us!

S
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A preview of Chaos theory-I refer here to Reichenbach's striking and little appreciated
demonstrationthat indeterminismwas all along consistent with the success of classical
physics. He gives an example from statistical mechanics to show that the classical
deterministic laws can, with appropriateinitial conditions, lead to behavior that is, by
measurement,indistinguishablefrom genuine indeterminism.The example is exactly one
in which what I call here the ApproximationPrinciplefails. See his (1991), pp. 93-95.
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2.3.5 WhereScience Meets Prejudice:In Philosophy
But now you want to turnthe tables on me and say: how did we arriveat that
scientific knowledge we have in the first place? Assume Newton's Theory is
true:how did Newton arriveat this truth?Assume our presentscience is true:
how did our scientists arriveat his truth?They must have used inductionand
abduction.Perhapsthe truthsthey arrivedat do not suffice to show or demonstrate that this road by which we came to them was a good road to choose.
But we were vindicated, and there must be a reason for it. So if science does
not yet supportour inductivemethods and practicesthen we mustjust pursue
science and extend it until this domain too is covered, or else add Induction
and/orAbductionto the very foundationof all science.
Such a response is full of assumptions that should now be in doubt. If
science does not support those ampliative rules, then it certainly does not
underwritethe conviction that truthswe know now were discovered by such
means. Those ideas of Induction and Abduction, born and nurturedin the
philosopher'sarmchair,are partof a pre-conceivedview of what science must
be like. The conviction that science proceeds by such a method, and that
therefore the burning question is whether we can have good, non-circular
reasons to believe in their general reliability, was part of both the First and
Middle Way. It has only led us into culs-de-sac.
Science alone does not imply the reliability of any humanly usable
ampliative rule. To conclude such reliability we must add to science. We
must add our own assumptionsabout our good fortune,or our own probability measure. Neither addition can be derived or justified independently,
whetheron the basis of science or on a priori grounds.
Let me make one thing very clear. I do not classify as irrationalanyone
who puts his trust in any properlyformulatedampliativepractice, whetherit
be inductive, abductive, or what have you.'6 But it is an illusion to regard
confidence in such a practiceas more thantrustor faith that actualregularities
are being caught in its noose.
At this point it would surely be pure irony to suggest that, to account for
the rationality both of our trust in science and of trust in those special
assumptions or prior probabilities, we must accept the idea of induction
nevertheless. Apart from irony, I have only one conjecture:that the idea of
induction remains alive because we seem to have no rival alternative.But in
reality we do have an alternative;there is a Third Way; and to this we now
turn.

16

I say "ampliative practice" here, ratherthan "ampliative rule" or "ampliative method".
As I have arguedelsewhere, to commit oneself to a rule of that sort is to land in epistemic
incoherence. But it is possible to make ampliativerevisions in one's opinion without following a rule that dictates how to do it, and this practicecannotbe objected to in the same
way. See my (1989), Ch. 7, sect. 4-6.
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III. Luck, Courage, and Technique
Reichenbach's history of empiricismas philosophical disasterextends down
to the present time, along the same damning lines. Empiricists accepted
tacitly both central assumptions and criteria of adequacy for epistemology
from their predecessors. Despite continual weakening of this troubled
heritage, they found themselves facing impossible tasks. Many fairy stories
have this exact plot structure,but there the heroes and heroines really do end
up doing the impossible! But perhaps, as Reichenbach tried to do, we can
benefit from this diagnostichistoryto reconceive the challenge.
3.1 The New Challenge
Carnap suggested that in epistemology we must, in effect, design a robot
who will transformdatainto an accurateprobabilifieddescriptionof his environment. That is a telling image for modern ambitions; it also carries
precisely the old presuppositions which we have found wanting. We can
alreadydesign prettygood robots, so the projectlooks initially plausible. But
the project's pretensions to universality and self-justificationsend us out of
the feasible back into the logically impossible-back into the Illusions of
Reason, to use the Kantianphrase.
Let's not design Carnap'srobot. Instead, let us try to imagine the tragic
protagonist who hopes to survive, flourish, and even enjoy these fleeting
moments in existence, without illusions of security-nor, certainly, any
guaranteeof a happyendingeven for science in the ideal long run.
What will be the point of this exercise of the imagination? It has two
points. The first is the point of all epistemology, past, present, and to come:
to make sense to ourselves of our epistemic life. The second is that as
philosopherswe are caughtin a historicaldialogue. Surely all that admirable,
astonishingly clever work carriedon in service of the Illusions of Reason is
not without value-surely we can place it in a light that shows the true
worth?
There exists alreadya great deal of work that we can draw on for an alternative, non-traditionalepistemology. I have describedthat elsewhere (see my
(1989), Chs. 7 and 13), and I do not want to add to it here. Instead of focusing on the details, I want to convey its spirit. Given that traditionalepistemology embodies false hopes never to be satisfied, we must try to find a
differentview of our epistemic condition,with new hopes and new dreamsof
its own.
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3.2 WhatDoes It Take?
At thefar end of infinitya coin is spun, it will come down heads or
tails. How will you wager? Reason cannotyou choose either, reason
cannotprove eitherwrong."
Blaise Pascal, Pensees
So here is our tragic protagonist,thrown into a world she never made, and
she asks us: Whatdoes it take?
We answer her: it takes luck, courage, and technique;but the greatest of
these is luck.
We do have something more to tell her, though, for each of these. The
part on luck and courage will be the part the Pragmatists(and Existentialists?) contributedto thathistoricaldialogue. The parton techniquewill astonish her. No amountof luck and courage,practically,will save her if technique
be lacking-and yet, technique, of which even a little will carry her a very
long way, is empty.
3.3 TheParts of Fortuneand Courage
If our pursuit of knowledge, however broadly or feebly construed, is to be
successful, we must be lucky-we have no way to constrain such fortune.
This is the verdicton modernphilosophy'smisguidedsearchfor security.
The history of Earthhas seen great disastersthat spelled the extinction of
almost all life, including the dominant,best adaptedamong species. In each
case, some forms of life happenedto be suited to the radically and suddenly
transformedcircumstances-thus evolution on Earthcontinued after all. See
who was lucky and who was not! Look to those survivors, they weave not;
neither do they spin; but fortunesmiles on them.
This is an insight into our condition; it is not skepticism. The insight
leads to skepticism only when courage is lacking. (See furthermy (1988).) It
takes courage to rely on the reasonedopinion and skills you have developed,
given the contingency of their conditions of applicability.
I obviously need to say something more to link this remarkto a serious
discussion of epistemology. Partof my assertionis a diagnosis of philosophical skepticism and its pathology (cf. my 1988); I won't repeatthat here. The
other partis the Pragmatisttheme that epistemology cannot proceed in isolation from value theory-that the epistemic enterprisecannot be adequately
conceived without attention to the role of value judgements, intentions,
commitments,decisions, and otheraspects of praxis.
The Pragmatisttheme is the theme of courage-a virtue which can enter
when purely epistemic virtues are not far reaching enough. This theme has
often been misunderstood.Of course couragedoes not by itself increase your
chances of being right!Thereare heroes on all sides, winnersand losers alike.
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William James made a serious misstep when he presentedthis theme in his
"TheWill to Believe". It is not just the reader'sfault if James reads as if he is
presaging Norman Vincent Peale's "The Power of Positive Thinking". He
gave the example of a mountain climber who comes to a chasm cutting
through his route. To jump is to risk death by falling short and not to jump
is to risk death by exposure. James points out that the belief that one can
jump is an almost necessary condition for jumping successfully. Thus he
advises the mountaineerto believe that he can do it-as if one could form a
belief at will or for such ulteriormotives.'7
All of this is beside the point, and the rest of James' writing attests to it.
The contrast between the mountaineerwho jumps, perhaps to survive and
perhapsto die, and the one who hunkersdown till dawn, perhapsto survive
and perhapsto die by exposure, is a contrastbetween two forms of life. The
question is: which life does he find worthliving? Once we see that there is no
method, no rule, which will producea rationallycompelling conclusion, that
is the question which comes to the fore. Virtues other than the ability to
calculate profitand risk come to light.
We can certainly not identify courage here with the course of lesser
prudenceor of precipitatephysical action. The illustrativeexample is merely
illustrative, and illustrations oversimplify. Either course can be followed
courageously;the courage does not lie in the action, but in how life is lived.
The point is Pascal's: once reason comes to an end, once calculation is done
and can carryus no further,othervirtuescome into play.
The point about non-epistemic values entering epistemology pertainsnot
only to the subject epistemicclife) we are analyzing, but also to our analysis.
Although I have statedthe matteras neutrallyas I could, value judgments are
intruding not just on the individual's epistemic life, but on our epistemology. Only courage can take us out of skeptical despair, but who says that a
life of skeptical despairis not worth living? We say so, and modern philosophy already said so in setting its goals for epistemology. But this consensus
too comes from us, not from anywhereelse.
Thirdlyand finally, while indispensable,courageplays a betterbut smaller
partif there is less need for raw or blind courage.That is so exactly when we
have a betterunderstandingof our situation.
3.4 The Reach and Limitof Technique
In its main use, technique denotes rathernarrowlythe skills acquiredunder
special circumstancesfor special ends. These include inductivepractices,like
17
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Even Pascal had not thoughtthat one could, except perhapsthroughthe long, slow option
to abitir one's mind throughdaily rituals. Yet who knows what the enterprisingAmerican
divine could not do for us? Perhapsa trainingcourse in 'positive thinking' could produce
a psychological surrogatefor belief with the same desirable effects!
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the soldier and sailor's separationof relevantfrom irrelevantfactors for forecast and decision. In this narrowsense all technique is bound to its originating circumstances;and is defeated by change. Well-developed old skills pale
before gunpowderand steampropulsion.
What is characteristicof modern science is the development of technique
progressively less bound to special circumstances.We do not build houses
suited to an ice age. But should a new ice age rapidly overtake us, we are
confidentthat we have the general skills to modify presentlyapplied skills, to
adjust. The more theoretical our science, the less bound it is to special
assumptionsabout our circumstances.
In the limit, what is technique not bound to any special built-in assumptions or historical constraints? It is logic and mathematics. In fact, the
ultimate technique, and at the same time the fall-back position for all technique, is simply and exactly that:pure logic and mathematics.
What I would like to do in this last section is to make plausible two
contentions. The first is that there is only so much science, or method, in
scientific method as thereis logic and mathematics.The second is that we can
generalize this point to all epistemology, to conclude that rationality is in
some good sense empty. Any truly coherent opinion is truly rational-but
this conclusion does not imply the dreaded'anythinggoes' anymorethan the
skeptical 'nothinggoes'.
3.4.1 The Only Method:Logic and Mathematics
So my first contention is that there is only so much science, or method, in
scientific method as there is logic and mathematics. In one form this
contention is a familiar one. For it is part of the orthodox Bayesian position
that theory choice in science really takes the form of conditionalization-that
is to say, merely logical updating.Some Bayesians have provided elaborate
historical reconstructionsto supportthis contention. That is not the form in
which I want to advocateit. As far as I can see, Bayesian retrospectivereconstructions of scientific successes are pseudo-science, since they are always
possible, and exclude nothing.' So this is not what I mean.
But the main point stands. All those successes of science which so many
people have thoughtmust have been producedby inductionor abductionwere
actually successes of logic and mathematics. For they were initially good
guesses underfortunatecircumstances.But they were made effectiveby means
of the precise formulation and disciplined teasing out of their implications
through logic and mathematics.Newton's laws of motion, Darwin's theory
18

Bayesian conditionalization is simply logical updating of opinion when new evidence
must be assimilated. It is a good rule, and when applicable the only rule, for updating
opinion under 'normal' circumstances,but progress would stumble to a halt if we were
bound to it. The alternativeto Baysian bondage, however, is not embrace of ampliative
rules-even if we could formulatethose satisfactorily.See furthermy (1989), Ch. 7.
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of evolution, Einstein's recasting of kinematics would all today be on a par
with Thales', Anaximander's,and Anaximenes' cosmologies if it weren't for
thatdifferencein how they were mathematicallydeveloped.
If this does not seem plausible, it is largely because the power of logical
thinking tends to be discounted and unappreciated.It is also because of a
myopic preoccupationwith the felt need for things we cannot have, which
diminishes the value of what we can have. One strikingillustrationof this is
found in Thomas Pynchon's novel Gravity's Rainbow: "A screamingcomes
across the sky. It has happenedbefore, but there is nothing to compare it to
now. It is too late. The Evacuation still proceeds...." This is the beginning
of Gravity'sRainbow,the descriptionof a city at war. 1944: London is under
attack by V-weapons. A grey stone house just off Grosvenor Square is
ACHTUNG: Allied Clearing House, Technical Units, Northern Germany,
one of a number of technical intelligence units engaged in evaluation and
research. All are trying to find some guidance for deployment of the
overwhelmedfire brigades,emergencycrews, ambulances.
Each morning someone in Civil Defense publishes a list of yesterday's
hits. Only one person appears to have any success, a statistician, Roger
Mexico. "His little bureauis dominatednow by a glimmeringmap,...an ink
ghost of London, ruled off into 576 squares"-a grid of 24 x 24 squareseach
representing a quarter square kilometer. Beside the map hang various
diagrams:his curves and projections,based on the Poisson equation.
To the statisticianMexico "belongs the domain between zero and onethe probabilities. A chance of 0.37 that, by the time he stops his count, a
given square on his map will have suffered only one hit, 0.17 that it will
suffer two,..." Fromthese numbersPynchon'sreadercan deduce (by means of
Poisson's Equation) that Mexico's current predictions are for a count of
approximately540 missiles.
Every day he plots the new data. Every day, a betterfit. "Therockets are
distributing about London just as Poisson's equation predicts. As the data
keep coming in, Roger looks more and more like a prophet. Psi Section
people stare afterhim in the hallways...."
But the hopes this raises are vain. The statistical equation graphs the
angels' view-who see the invisible city depicted so accuratelyin this grid,
these numbers, these curves. "Why is your equation only for angels" asks
Jessica Swanlake,"Whycan't we do something.... Couldn'ttherebe an equation for us too, to help us find a safer place?"But no, the very assumptionon
which Mexico's projectionis based, is that there is no systematic clustering,
no predictable pattern, only a constant mean density, no place better for
hiding than any other. This is the paradox of the success that lies in the
recognitionof limits-when reasonreplacesthe hopes of magic and precognition. This is the predictableshape of chaos.
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The fact is of course that Roger Mexico's findings are valuable not just
for angels. For the city can organize its civil defense resources for maximal
flexibility, so as to optimize response under conditions of maximal
uncertainty.If psychics or inductive logicians could foretell the future, then!
yes, then! But those are fictions. The mistake is to think that without those
saviors we are helpless, when in fact we are in a position to do still infinitely
more than we have been doing to help ourselves.
Philosophers, scientists, and mathematicians who tackled the detailed
problems of formulatinginductivemethods-they achieved a greatdeal. Their
real achievementwas to develop highly sophisticatedstatisticalmethods-and
what was true in all they said was what they demonstratedmathematically.
What was lucky was that our environment was kind to us in important
respects: convergence in infinite long runs turned out, in many important
cases, to be reflected in humanly speaking large numbers-often not even
very large, even to our human eyes. There was in all this, to use Kant's
words, only so much science as therewas mathematics-and besides science
there was, happilyfor us, art,enterprise,and good fortuneas well.
3.4.2 Not a Road to SkepticalDisaster
Blindness and insight go together. The analytic tradition and positivist
movements forced philosophy to come to terms with logic and mathematics-but also taught us to dismiss them as empty. As soon as I suggest that
all we have, and all it takes, in this world is luck, courage, and pure mathematics, you suspect me of skepticism again. For pure mathematics is only
logic, and logic is empty-isn't that so? But I say, this empty logic carries
us so far that it offsets infinitely more bad luck than the accidentallyreliable
inductivemethodsthatwere supposedto drive science forward.
Turningnow finally to my second contention,let us examine the implications for rationality. I take it that what is rational is precisely what is
rationally permitted. Thus we are rational in believing something exactly
when we are not rationallycompelled to believe the opposite. This implies,
tautologically, that nothing more than staying within the bounds of reason is
needed for this status of rationality-not good reasons, not a rationale, not
support of any special sort, not a pedigree of inductive reasoning or
confirmation,nothing is needed above and beyond coherence. Thus any truly
coherentposition is rational.
Now this may strike you as absurd, because it seems to imply that
'anythinggoes', the ugly brotherof skepticism's 'nothing goes'."9But that is
19

I take it that this is Herman de Regt (1996)'s reason for suggesting that besides coherence, rationalityrequiresthat we have pragmaticreasons for belief. But as he points out,
in effect, pragmaticreasons are from an epistemic point of view ulteriorreasons. It is not
possible (not pragmaticallycoherent!)to think that one believes something and believes it
for any reasons that do not make it more likely to be true. (That is how I would put
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simply not so. If it were so, I would have come to an impasse and would
have to admit that the constraintsof rationalityare more than coherence.2"
But it is not so, and we have not in fact come to an impasse.
For at any given time, an individualrespondsto his experiencein terms of
and on the basis of his prior opinion and understanding(much of which is
built into the language in which he frames that response). This means that
althoughtheremay be leeway and options, they are highly constrainedby the
way in which we come to the new experience or new evidence. But the constraintsare not transparentlyclear to us. It takes both salient new anomalies
and highly technical sustained logical and mathematical investigations to
reveal them-and then perhapsto surpassin some way.
Logically speaking there may be infinitely many coherent alternativesto
our posterior opinion, but almost none of those will be live options for us.
This is not an accidental feature of our situation, but integral to it, exactly
because we have prioropinion and priorunderstanding,which is not laid out
for us on the side, like a textbook, but which is already our own. Any small
partof it we can think of changing as partof our response, and any large part
of it we can think as possibly changed, to any imaginable alternative, over
the long run, in the course of time. But we do not have the wherewithal to
respond in more than a limited variety of ways at any given time. Many of
the imaginable alternativesto what seems plausible to us cannot be incorporated by us. At least, they cannot be so incorporatedin a short span of time,
througha coherent variationon our prior opinion, while doing justice to our
new experience. So those alternativesdo not go.
For example, cold fusion was imaginable,and to this day, it has not been
logically ruled out, as far as I know. But no one has been able to include it in
a hypothesis consistent both with the very large amount of background
science in this domain and with the experimental results of the various
laboratorieswhich investigatedthe describedconditions. So cold fusion is at
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BernardWilliams' well known point against the possibility of believing at will.) My view
is that all coherent states of opinion are rationallypermissible,but that given one's extant
state of opinion, very few changes (whether in response to experience or to deliberation)
are live options. To this I would add that the concept of reasons for belief in traditional
epistemology does not answer to the ordinaryemployment of such phrases on which it is
ostensibly based. If I advance a view and you ask me for my reasons for holding it, I will
try to select something that I think you also believe (or perhapssomething that you, and
not necessarily I believe) which will count as supportfor you. Thus conceived the concept of reason is limited to the context of dialogue, where it displays a certain relativity,
and does not point to any kind of hierarchyin my own beliefs.
Notice that this would mean that a Bayesian agent (the pure conditionalizerdescribed by
the orthodox Bayesian) would not be rationalexcept by accident, nl. if s/he had accidentally started from some point that satisfied the extra constraints and if those constraints
were preserved under conditionalization on evidence received. Now the second (the
preservation)is no more likely than the first, and not so in general for arbitraryevidence,
if (as would seem) those additionalconstraintsimpose simplicity, explanatorypower, and
the like in some not purely logical sense.
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this point not a live option for us. Nor does anyone know whether it is part
of some logically possible physics thatcould have been as adequateas ours if
developed by us under actual terrestrialconditions-if it is, the angels may
smile, but for us the point is purely academic.
It is importantnot to mis-gauge this point. It does not mean that there are
constraintson rationalitybeyond coherence, and it does not mean that we are
following ampliative rules after all. It means simply that the Neurath
'marinersrepairingtheir boat at sea' form of relativismdoes not lead us into
a damagingly enfeebled epistemic enterprise.The 'already on a boat' part
defeats the skepticalargumentbased on the 'at sea' part.
So here is my conclusion. We supply our own opinion, with nothing to
ground it, and no method to give us an extra source of knowledge. Only the
'empty' techniques of logic and pure math are available either to refine and
improve or expose the defects of this opinion. That is the human condition.
But it is enough.
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